NIELIT Chandigarh
Birla Farms, Bada Phull, Rupnagar(Ropar)-140001, Punjab
Preventive Measures to be observed by the candidates during the Typing Test day
1. Pre-Typing Test Preventive Measures:
a. Candidates are required to report at NIELIT Chandigarh strictly as per reporting time
allotted in order to avoid any crowding and to ensure staggered entry.
b. Candidates must follow social distancing norms & maintain physical distance of atleast 6
feet from each other at all times.
c. Candidate will be thermally scanned before entering the NIELIT premises. In case of
temperature/fever, the candidate shall not be permitted to take the typing test.
d. Installation & use of Aarogya Setu App is strongly advised to all candidates. Aarogya Setu
status must show safe or low risk.
e. Candidates must carry with them – alcohol based hand sanitizer in a transparent bottle,
pen, Face mask / cover, gloves and transparent drinking water bottle.
f.

Candidates will be required to fill a Self Declaration Form related to COVID-19 at the time
of their entry. If any candidate fails to meet Self declaration criteria, he/she will not be
allowed entry. (Blank copy of the Self Declaration Form can be downloaded from the
website of this Centre).

2. During Typing Test Preventive Measures :
a. Candidates must not share their personal items like water bottle, pen, sanitizer etc. with
other candidates.
b. Candidates are advised to use their elbow while coughing or sneezing.
c. Candidates must avoid touching walls or other surfaces to the maximum possible extent.
3. Post Typing Test Preventive Measures :
a. Candidates must ensure that they do not leave behind any of their belongings like hand
sanitizer bottle(s), face masks/covers, gloves, bottles etc.
b. After completion of the typing test, candidates are required to move out in an orderly
manner by maintaining proper social distancing.
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